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ADELANTE

1 You are in a gift shop. Finish the dialogue in Spanish.  
The shop assistant starts the conversation. 

–¿En qué puedo ayudarte?

(I’m sorry I don’t understand.)  

- ¿Qué necesitas?

(I want to buy something for my sister.)  

 

–Vale. ¿Te gustan estos pendientes?

(I don’t like them because they are very big.)  

 

–¿Qué tal este collar?

(It is pretty. How much is it?)  

–Veinte euros.

(It’s too expensive. Is there a less expensive one?)  

 

–Este collar es quince euros.

(OK, I like it and I am going to buy it.)  

 

2 Role play. You are acting as a host for a Spanish 
student, Amalia.

• Say that this is your family.  

  

• Ask Amalia what the journey was like.  

  

• Ask Amalia if she is hungry.  

• Say that you and Amalia can watch TV.  

  

• Tell Amalia that tomorrow you are (both) going to visit the city centre. 
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1 Use más and a different adjective from the box above to make a comparison 
between each pair of nouns. 
1 el tren/el avión  

2 la tele/el ordenador 

3 los museos/las tiendas  

4 las ciencias/los idiomas 

2 Make a comparison in Spanish between each pair of nouns by using menos and 
an adjective from the box in exercise 1.

1 English is less difficult than French.  

2 The taxi is less slow than the bus.  

3 The potatoes are less delicious than the pasta. 

4 The cheese is less tasty than the ham. 

3 Write out the following sentences in 
full using the words in brackets to make 
superlative phrases.

1 El Prado es (museo, famoso) Madrid.  

2 Rusia es (país, grande) mundo.  

3 La Sagrada Familia es (catedral, raro) Europa. 

4 Los españoles son (personas, simpático) Europa. 

4 Translate the sentences into Spanish on a separate sheet. Exercises 1 and 2 will 
help you!
1  Fizzy drinks are less healthy than 

water. 

2 The bus is slower than the train.

3  The stadium is bigger than the 
market.

4  The city of Valencia is smaller than 
Madrid.

El avión es más rápido que el tren.

El Prado es el museo más famoso de Madrid

GRAMÁTICA 1

lento caro rápido monótono fácil delicioso aburrido 
activo difícil divertido  interesante   rico

Remember to make the 
adjectives agree with the noun.
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